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Abstract

The debate on the causes of conflict in human societies has deep roots. In particular, the

extent of conflict in hunter-gatherer groups remains unclear. Some authors suggest that

large-scale violence only arose with the spreading of agriculture and the building of complex

societies. To shed light on this issue, we developed a model based on operatorial tech-

niques simulating population-resource dynamics within a two-dimensional lattice, with

humans and natural resources interacting in each cell of the lattice. The model outcomes

under different conditions were compared with recently available demographic data for pre-

historic South America. Only under conditions that include migration among cells and con-

flict was the model able to consistently reproduce the empirical data at a continental scale.

We argue that the interplay between resource competition, migration, and conflict drove the

population dynamics of South America after the colonization phase and before the introduc-

tion of agriculture. The relation between population and resources indeed emerged as a key

factor leading to migration and conflict once the carrying capacity of the environment has

been reached.

Introduction

The debate on the causes of conflict in human societies has deep philosophical roots [1], with

recent works even proposing it as one of the keys to understand human evolution [2]. How-

ever, the actual extent of the conflict in small hunter-gatherer groups remains unclear [3], with

some authors suggesting that large-scale warfare and mass-killing only arose with the spread-

ing of agriculture and the building of complex societies, as before resources were too sparse to

make their conquest or defense meaningful [3–6]. Evidence supporting this view points out to

the fact that, at least in some regions, the Neolithic revolution was accompanied by “unprece-

dented levels” of violence [7]. Even if evidence of widespread warfare also exists for previous

periods [8–11], the question of whether the rate of conflict in pre-agricultural societies was
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sufficient to significantly affect the evolution of human populations on scales larger than the

single group remains open [12].

In order to shed light on this issue, we developed a model based on operatorial tech-

niques which simulates population-resource dynamics in a pre-agricultural context at the

continental scale. The model outcomes under different conditions were compared with

recently available demographic data for prehistoric South America [13]. Using as a proxy

for population size the number of occupied archaeological sites and the probability density

of summed calibrated radiocarbon dates (SCPDs), the authors reconstructed the spatio-

temporal patterns of human population growth in South America, from 14 k to 2 k years

ago. This period encompassed three phases: a first phase of rapid expansion from 14 k to 9 k

years ago, which represents the continent colonization, followed by approximatively 4 k

years of a dynamical equilibrium around a carrying capacity, with no net growth. Finally a

new growth phase occurred, due to the rising of agriculture which allowed to sustain a larger

population [13, 14].

Our research focuses on the pre-agriculture period and more specifically on the second

phase, when the carrying capacity was reached: a condition which is simulated in our model.

The demographic curve on that phase is characterized by sharp oscillations of large amplitude

(see figure 3 in [13]), a behavior that resembles the dynamics of invasive species. Similar

dynamics have indeed been observed in the field. However, the spatial scale of such observa-

tions is generally much smaller than the continental one [15]. Consequently, considering the

whole South America as a single invaded site does not seem appropriate. From an ecological

point of view, it could be better conceptualized as a mosaic of different ecosystems, in some

cases separated by geographic barriers. Its population can hence be regarded as a meta-popula-

tion split into different sub-populations, each of them occupying a patch of the mosaic [16].

This kind of representation appears especially suitable considering hunter-gatherers groups of

the mid-Holocene, who normally lived within well defined territories whose size depended on

the local ecological conditions [9, 12]. While in each patch of the mosaic we can expect oscillat-

ing dynamics between human and resource populations, there is no reason why these oscilla-

tions should be in phase on a larger scale, and empirical research confirmed that they often are

not [17]. As a consequence, local oscillations should compensate each other, leading to a rela-

tively smooth curve for the global population density.

This intuition was further confirmed by our model, where, consistently with the mosaic

concept, South America is represented as a two-dimensional lattice, with humans and

resources interacting in each cell of the lattice. The model produced demographic curves that

indeed were oscillating at the local level (namely the single cell) but smooth at the global one

(namely the whole lattice). The reconstructed curve for the population density in South Amer-

ica instead exhibits high peaks and dramatic drops, from a density of SCPDs less than 0.13 to

almost 0.29 around a mean carrying capacity K� 0.185, which cannot be entirely attributed to

the calibration process [13]. This suggests that some coordinating mechanism must have been

at work to keep in phase the local oscillations.

As a further step, we proposed a possible coordinating mechanism and implemented it into

the model. More specifically, we argued that the interplay between resource competition,

migration and conflict drove the population dynamics in South America after the colonization

phase and before the introduction of agriculture. Unlike the no-migration case, under this sec-

ond scenario, the model was able to fit remarkably well the reconstructed curve, strongly sup-

porting the correctness of our interpretation. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The

next section illustrates our model, the subsequent one presents the results, and the last one dis-

cusses them and derives their general implications.

Large-scale effects of migration and conflict in pre-agricultural groups
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Methods

Model overview

We modeled South America as a two-dimensional lattice formed by L2 different cells. Each cell

includes two interacting populations Pa and Pb, respectively humans and natural resources.

Being interested in a pre-agricultural situation, the latter population represents the only suste-

nance for humans. Starting from some initial conditions, populations evolve following a

dynamics similar to the one of a predator-prey system, which from an ecological point of view

is the most appropriate to represent a user-resource system with users depending on renewable

biogenic resources [18, 19].

We explored two scenarios. In the first, no migration is allowed; in the second, humans are

allowed to migrate to neighboring cells, while resources cannot diffuse across cells. Moreover,

migration from a cell α to a cell β is assumed to depend on a variable Kα, which reflects the

local (i.e., in α) ratio between the densities of resources and humans. More specifically,

humans migrate at a rate that increases for decreasing Kα, simulating the fact that migration

from α increases when local resources are low. After humans migrate from α to β, resources in

α tend to recover, while human density in β, after an initial obvious increment, can subse-

quently decline. This produces a reduction of the total human populations in α and β, which

we interpret as the outcome of increased mortality due to competition and/or conflict over

local resources.

In order to reproduce population dynamics, we employed operatorial techniques com-

monly used in quantum mechanics and already adopted in the analysis of population dynam-

ics and migration [20–22]. The details are presented in the following subsections.

One-cell case

Let S be a system composed by two populations: the users Pa (i.e. the humans), and the natural

resources Pb. The system S can assume four basic states, while any other possible state can be

obtained as a combination of these: (i) φ0,0, i.e. the vacuum of the system, corresponding to an

almost complete absence of both humans and resources; (ii) φ0,1 (resp. φ1,0) corresponding to

a low (resp. high) density of humans and abundance (resp. lack) of resources; (iii) φ1,1 abun-

dance of both human and resources.

We associate the four basic states of the system with four independent mutually orthogonal

vectors in a four-dimensional Hilbert space H endowed with the scalar product h�, �i, a proce-

dure that follows the general framework described in details in Bagarello [20] and used in sev-

eral contexts.

A convenient way to construct the vectors φj, k with j, k = 0,1 makes use of two fermionic

operators, a and b, which together with their adjoints, a† and b†, satisfy the canonical anticom-

mutation relation (CAR):

fa; ayg ¼ fb; byg ¼ 114; a2 ¼ b2 ¼ 0; fa]; b]g ¼ 0; ð1Þ

where {x, y} = xy + yx is the anticommutator of x and y, a] can be both a or a†, and 114 is the

identity operator in the Hilbert space H ¼ C4
. We first introduce the vacuum vector φ0,0

which satisfies aφ0,0 = bφ0,0 = 0. The existence of a non zero vector φ0,0 with this property is a

standard result in quantum mechanics [23]. The other vectors φj, k can be constructed from

φ0,0 in the following way:

φ
1;0

:¼ ayφ
0;0
; φ

0;1
:¼ byφ

0;0
; φ

1;1
:¼ aybyφ

0;0
:

Large-scale effects of migration and conflict in pre-agricultural groups
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The set F φ ¼ fφj;k; j; k ¼ 0; 1g is an orthonormal basis for H, so that a general vector C of

S can be expanded as C ¼
X1

j;k¼0

cj;kφj;k, with
X1

j;k¼0

jcj;kj
2
¼ 1. By using a standard argument, we

can interpret C as a state where the probability to find S in the state φj, k is given by |cj, k|2.

We now introduce the number operators n̂ðaÞ ¼ aya and n̂ðbÞ ¼ byb of Pa and Pb. Then:

n̂ðaÞφnðaÞ ;nðbÞ ¼ nðaÞφnðaÞ ;nðbÞ ;

n̂ðbÞφnðaÞ ;nðbÞ ¼ nðbÞφnðaÞ ;nðbÞ ;
ð2Þ

where n(a), n(b) can be either 0 or 1. It holds:

n̂ðaÞC ¼
X1

k¼0

c1;kφ
1;k; n̂ðbÞC ¼

X1

j¼0

cj;1φj;1;

and the mean values, or densities, n(a), (b) of the operators n̂ðaÞ;ðbÞ over the state C are defined as

nðaÞ;ðbÞ ¼ hC; n̂ðaÞ;ðbÞCi, leading to the following expressions:

nðaÞ ¼
X1

k¼0

jc1;kj
2
; nðbÞ ¼

X1

j¼0

jcj;1j
2
: ð3Þ

From a biological point of view, n(a) (resp. n(b)) is interpreted as the density for the popu-

lation Pa (resp. Pb) associated with the state C. Both n(a), n(b) are real numbers between 0

and 1. For instance, if at t = 0 n(a) = 0, it means that C is only a combination of φ0,0 and φ0,1

corresponding to the (almost complete) absence of humans (zero density for Pa). Con-

versely, if n(a) = 1 then C is a combination of φ1,0 and φ1,1 corresponding to the maximum

density for humans.

2D case

A square lattice divided in L2 cells is introduced in the 2D case. In each cell the two populations

Pa and Pb interact as in the previous case.

In each cell α = 1, � � �, L2, we introduce the fermionic operators aα, ay
a

and the related num-

ber operators n̂ðaÞ
a
¼ ay

a
aa for Pa and bα, by

a
and n̂ðbÞ

a
¼ by

a
ba for Pb. As before, we suppose that

these operators satisfy the standard CAR anticommutation rules:

faa; a
y

bg ¼ fba; b
y

bg ¼ dab11; 8a; b ð4Þ

fa]
a
; a]bg ¼ fb]

a
; b]bg ¼ fa]a; b

]

bg ¼ 0; 8a 6¼ b: ð5Þ

Moreover a2
a
¼ b2

a
¼ 0 holds for all α. In Eq (4) 11 is the identity operator on the Hilbert

space H, with dim ðHÞ ¼ 4L2

, endowed with the scalar product h�, �i.

Extending what we have done before, we first introduce the vacuum vector of the system

φ~0a ;~0b
, where~0a ¼

~0b ¼ ð0; 0; � � � ; 0Þ are two L2-dimensional vectors. The vacuum is annihi-

lated by all the operators aα, bα, i.e.,

aaφ~0a ;~0b
¼ baφ~0a ;~0b

¼ 0; 8a ¼ 1; ::; L2:

We then construct the states of the basis of H by acting with the operators ay
a
; by

a
over φ~0a ;~0b

,

φ
~ma ;~mb

¼ ðay1Þ
mað1Þ � � � ðayL2Þ

maðL2Þ
ðby1Þ

mbð1Þ � � � ðbyL2Þ
mbðL2Þφ

~ma ;~mb
; ð6Þ

Large-scale effects of migration and conflict in pre-agricultural groups
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where ~ma ¼ ðmað1Þ; � � � ;maðL2ÞÞ, ~mb ¼ ðmbð1Þ; � � � ;mbðL2ÞÞ are all the possible L2-dimen-

sional vectors whose entries are only 0 or 1. In fact, ay
a
2 ¼ by

a
2 ¼ 0, any other choice would

destroy the state. Notice that we can construct at most 2L2

vectors ~ma and 2L2

vectors ~mb, so

that we can build 4L2

possible pairs ð~ma; ~mbÞ.

The set F φ of all the vectors obtained by this construction forms an orthonormal basis of

H. Moreover:

n̂ðaÞ
a

φ
~ma ;~mb

¼ maðaÞφ~ma ;~mb
; ð7Þ

n̂ðbÞ
a

φ
~ma ;~mb

¼ mbðaÞφ~ma ;~mb
; ð8Þ

for all α = 1, � � �, L2. For more details on CAR, we refer to Roman [23].

The vectors φ
~ma ;~mb

can now be interpreted similarly to φj, k in the previous section. The vac-

uum φ~0a ;~0b
, for instance, describes a situation where all the lattice cells hold few of both humans

and resources. The vector φ
~ma ;~mb

with ~ma ¼ ð1; 0; 0 � � � ; 0Þ and ~mb ¼ ð0; 0; � � � ; 0; 1Þ describes

the same situation, except that there is a large amount of humans in the first cell and of

resources in the last one.

A generic state C(0) of the system can be written as a linear combination of the elements in

F φ:

Cð0Þ ¼
X

~ma ;~mb

c~ma ;~mb
φ
~ma ;~mb

; ð9Þ

where c~ma ;~mb
are complex scalars such that

X

~ma ;~mb

jc~ma ;~mb
j
2
¼ 1.

From Eqs (7) and (8), the φ
~ma ;~mb

are eigenstates of the number operators and the densities

of Pa and Pb in α are simply their related eigenvalues. This is true at the initial time t = 0. At a

later time, we need to compute the mean values over the state C(t) describing the system S at

time t:

nðaÞ
a
ðtÞ ¼ hCðtÞ; n̂ðaÞ

a
CðtÞi ¼ k aaCðtÞ k2; ð10Þ

nðbÞ
a
ðtÞ ¼ hCðtÞ; n̂ðbÞ

a
CðtÞi ¼ k baCðtÞ k2; ð11Þ

As already stated (see also [20]), these mean values are phenomenologically interpreted as

densities of humans and resources in the cell α.

Evolution of the system

To determine the densities Eqs (10) and (11), we need first to compute the time evolution of

the state of the system C(t). If Cð0Þ ¼ C0 ¼
X

~ma ;~mb

c~ma ;~mb
φ
~ma ;~mb

, then C(t) can be written as

CðtÞ ¼
X

~ma ;~mb

c~ma ;~mb
ðtÞφ~ma ;~mb

.

The time-depending functions c~ma ;~mb
ðtÞ are obtained through the Schrödinger equation

i @CðtÞ
@t ¼ H CðtÞ, where H is the Hamiltonian operator describing the dynamics of humans

and resources. To make the model more realistic, we assume that H explicitly depends on

time and on the local densities of Pa and Pb. Using the orthogonality conditions of the basis

vectors φ
~ma ;~mb

, we obtain the following ordinary differential equation (ODE) system for the

Large-scale effects of migration and conflict in pre-agricultural groups
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coefficients c~ma ;~mb
ðtÞ

i
@c~ma ;~mb

ðtÞ
@t

¼ hφ~ma ;~mb
;HCðtÞi; ð12Þ

which, when solved, returns the densities of humans and resources in α:

nðaÞ
a
ðtÞ ¼

X

~ma ;~mb
maðaÞ¼1

jc~ma ;~mb
ðtÞj2;

nðbÞ
a
ðtÞ ¼

X

~ma ;~mb
mbðaÞ¼1

jc~ma ;~mb
ðtÞj2:

ð13Þ

Note that the above general construction implies that both nðaÞ
a
ð0Þ � k Cð0Þ k2 ¼ 1 and

nðbÞ
a
ð0Þ � k Cð0Þ k2 ¼ 1 at t = 0. As we will see later (see Eq (20)), this condition is preserved

for all time, even in the current setting where the Hamiltonian is not purely quadratic and

time independent.

It remains now to explicitly define the self—adjoint Hamiltonian of the system. The

human-resource interaction is ruled in each cell α by the operator Hα while the migration is

ruled by the operator HM, so that the full Hamiltonian is given by: H = (∑α Hα)+HM, where the

last term is clearly zero in the first scenario, i.e., in absence of migration. A natural choice for

Hα and HM is:

Ha ¼ oa
a
ðtÞay

a
aa þ ob

a
ðtÞby

a
ba þ laðtÞ ay

a
ba þ by

a
aa

� �
; ð14Þ

HM ¼
X

a6¼b

pa;bga;bðtÞaaayb; ð15Þ

where pα, β 6¼ 0 if α and β are neighboring cells, and pα, β = 0 otherwise.

The meaning of the terms Hα, HM has been explained in details and discussed in [21] and

[20]. Here we simply recall that the terms in oa
a
ðtÞay

a
aa and ob

a
ðtÞby

a
ba are related to a sort of

(time-dependent) inertia of the populations within the system, because increasing the values

oa;b
a
ðtÞ leads to a more static behavior of the associated populations keeping the densities close

to their initial values. The terms laðtÞðayaba þ by
a
aaÞ are the interaction parts of the Hamilto-

nian, where the functions λα(t) measure the strength of the interaction between Pa and Pb in

α. This interaction leads to a sort of predator-prey dynamics, with the term ay
a
ba that increases

the density of Pa whereas the density of Pb decreases. The hermitian conjugate term ay
a
ba

induces an opposite effect. The terms aaayb in HM rule the migration of humans between α and

β, because aaayb increases the density of humans in β while decreasing the density in α. Of

course, such a migration is only possible for non zero values of pα, β.

Finally, we have to define the analytic expression for the functions oa;b
a
ðtÞ, λα(t), and γα, β(t).

When migration is allowed, we assume that humans migrate from a cell α to a neighboring

one only if the local human/resource ratio KaðtÞ ¼ nðbÞ
a
ðtÞ=nðaÞ

a
ðtÞ is low enough, with migra-

tion that intensifies when Kα(t) decreases. Moreover, natural resources tend to proliferate in a

given cell in case of low human density, namely if Kα(t) is large, otherwise they tend to exhaust.

In accordance to such assumptions, we chose the following functions:

oa
a
ðtÞ ¼ sa exp � ðKaðtÞ

� 1=taÞ
2 KaðtÞ

� �1=2

; ð16Þ

Large-scale effects of migration and conflict in pre-agricultural groups
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ob
a
ðtÞ ¼ sa exp � ðKaðtÞ=taÞ

2 KaðtÞ
� 1

� �1=2

; ð17Þ

laðtÞ ¼ oa
a
ðtÞ þ ob

a
ðtÞ þ ma; ð18Þ

ga;bðtÞ ¼ ob
a
ðtÞ þ ob

b
ðtÞ; ð19Þ

where σα, τα, μα are real parameters. From Eqs (16)–(19), it follows that the higher the value of

Kα(t), the higher (resp. the smaller) the value of oa
a
ðtÞ (resp. ob

a
ðtÞ). As a consequence, when

Kα(t) is high the migratory effects are mainly given by the contribution ob
b
ðtÞ in γα, β(t). For

instance, when in β the ratio resources/humans is low then the migration occurs mainly from

β to α. The function λα(t) in Eq (18) increases for high values of oa
a
ðtÞ or ob

a
ðtÞ, i.e., when Kα(t)

is either high or low. This implies that, when human density is low in a cell, it grows at the

expense of the resources and vice versa.

The fixed term μα has been introduced to guarantee a minimal predator-prey dynamics

even when both oa
a
ðtÞ an ob

a
ðtÞ are close to zero. Finally, the values of σα, τα tune how strongly

Kα(t) affects the system dynamics. In particular, by decreasing τα we limit the interaction effect

only to the case of very high or very low values of Kα(t), while increasing σα strengthens it.

Since H = H† a general argument shows that

nðaÞðtÞ þ nðbÞðtÞ ¼
X

a

nðaÞ
a
ðtÞ þ nðbÞ

a
ðtÞ

� �
¼ nðaÞð0Þ þ nðbÞð0Þ; ð20Þ

so that, if the global population density increases, the global resources density decreases and

vice-versa. The quantity K ¼ nðaÞð0ÞþnðbÞð0Þ
2

can be interpreted as a sort of carrying capacity, since

the various terms in the Hamiltonian work to reduce n(a)(t) (and to increase n(b)(t)) when

n(a)(t)> K, and vice-versa.

The values of the parameters used in our numerical simulations to reproduce the empirical

data were σα = 12.5, τα = 0.35, μα = 0.25, pα, β = 1, 8α, β. We further fixed K = 0.5. The coeffi-

cients in Eq (9) were chosen so that the initial human density nðaÞ
a
ð0Þ in each cell randomly dif-

fers at most by 10% from K/L2, and with the further global condition n(a)(0) = K. The rationale

for this choice was to reproduce the phase when the carrying capacity was reached in the conti-

nent. The resources densities were set to nðbÞ
a
ð0Þ ¼ ð2K=L2 � nðaÞ

a
ð0ÞÞ.

Notice that oa
a
ðtÞ or ob

a
ðtÞ can theoretically blow-up when nðaÞ

a
¼ 0 or nðbÞ

a
¼ 0, i.e., when

human or resource local density become zero. However, these conditions never occurred in

the simulations, as our initial conditions ensured non zero local densities in each cell. Indeed,

even if at some time a local density approaches zero, the interaction and migration terms in H
work to avoid any further decreasing. The Matlab code used for the simulation is presented as

supporting information.

Results

No-migration scenario

We implemented the model described above with a number of cells varying from 9 to 1000.

Although in each cell we observed oscillating dynamics, when considering the global popula-

tion density—i.e., the density of the population in the whole lattice—the curve became

smoother as oscillations compensated each other (Fig 1a). In addition, we observed that this

smoothing effect increased with the number of cells included in the model (Fig 1b). As a result,

the global density curve became dramatically different from the one for South America

Large-scale effects of migration and conflict in pre-agricultural groups
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between 9 and 5.5 k years BP (see Fig 3b in [13]) suggesting that some coordination mecha-

nism, able to keep in phase the local oscillations, was at work.

Migration scenario

In the second scenario, migration was allowed, i.e., humans could move from their cell to a

neighboring one, with a possible subsequent decline of population due to increased competi-

tion over natural resources (see the Methods section). The model parameters were set to fit the

empirical data presented in [13]. Due to computational constraints, simulations of the second

scenario are shown here only for an L2 lattice with L = 3. Slightly larger lattices were also con-

sidered but no significant difference was observed.

At the scale of the single cell, we observed oscillating dynamics as in the previous scenario,

albeit sharper. However, unlike the previous case, oscillations did not compensate each others

at the global level and the global population density curve exhibited peaks and drops consistent

with the ones empirically estimated for South America (Fig 2). Specifically, we compared the

amplitude with respect to the carrying capacity of the oscillations in the empirical curve and in

the one produced by the model. This comparison highlighted that under the migration sce-

nario the curves have a very similar behavior: in our model the global population density oscil-

lations fell in the the [0.66K, 1.50K] interval, while in Fig 3b by Goldberg et al. they fell in the

[0.70K, 1.57K] interval [13]. In addition, we considered the most relevant peaks and valleys

(i.e., the ones almost reaching the interval limits) of both curves, and their number turned to

be very similar.

In order to test the model robustness, we performed a sensitivity analysis using a wide

range of parameter configurations. Under no condition we were able to reproduce the empiri-

cally estimated oscillations in absence of migration and conflict, which hence emerged in our

model as a crucial mechanism able both to exacerbate the local oscillations and to keep them

synchronized at the global level.

How the various parameters affect the Hamiltonian Eq (15) is well understood from [20],

and similar conclusions hold for the present model, with some differences due to the nonlinear

parameters that have been introduced here (see the Sensitivity analysis section in the

Fig 1. Model dynamics in absence of migration. K represents the system carrying capacity, i.e., the

maximum human population density that the system can sustain indefinitely. (a) Single-cell human population

density (colored curves) and global human population density (black thicker curve) in a nine-cell system.

Single-cell densities were rescaled by a factor of 9 for comparison purposes. (b) Global human population

density in systems composed by different number of cells.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0172262.g001
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Supporting information). For instance, increasing the value of oa
a
ðtÞ produces a stronger iner-

tia for humans in cell α, with their density exhibiting fewer and smaller oscillations. Changing

the parameters pα, β, which tunes migration, we obtained different oscillatory behaviors of the

population density. In particular, increasing pα, β induced the formation of sharp oscillations

in both the global and local density curves, even if this is especially evident at the local (single

cell) level (Fig 3). Further details on the sensitivity analysis are included as Supporting

information.

Conclusions

Recent data suggested that pre-agricultural human populations were subjected to significant

oscillations on scales larger than the single group and reaching the continental level. Although

part of the empirically-estimated oscillations for South America may be an effect of the calibra-

tion process, statistical analysis proved them to be significantly different from a random

dynamics [13]. Our operator-based model showed that the simple aggregation of local fluctua-

tions, in absence of a more general coordination mechanism, could not reproduce the

observed dynamics. A mechanism that our model instead proved to be sufficient to explain the

observed dynamics was the synergistic work of migration and conflict.

The picture that can be derived is that, in case of local resource overuse, mobile hunter-

gathered groups tried to move to neighboring territories. If these were already occupied, as in

South America after the colonization phase, migration likely led to conflict. Both scarcity and

Fig 2. Model dynamics in a nine-cell system with and without migration. The no-migration scenario

produced global density fluctuations in the [0.96K, 1.03K] interval, the migration scenario in the [0.66K, 1.50K]

one.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0172262.g002
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conflict hence had the potential to spread in growing circles, with a snowball effect that could

reach even the continental scale in a relatively short time.

A major advantage of our interpretation lies on the fact that it is consistent with what we

know about hunter-gatherer groups which, as shown by anthropological research, presented

significant levels of violence fundamentally caused by competition over resources [9, 10]. In

particular, our results are consistent with recent findings showing that reduced environmental

productivity is a strong predictor of lethal aggression among prehistoric groups in Central Cal-

ifornia [24].

The main limit of our work lies in the fact that it has only been checked against a specific

phase within a single dataset. New datasets could be used in the future for further testing.

North America and Australia look as especially interesting cases as they both share with South

America a story of colonization by humans of previously unoccupied territories. Moreover, at

the current stage of the research, we only modelled a period of about 4000 years, which is sig-

nificantly shorter than the time-range of Goldberg and colleagues’ dataset. In future steps,

both the colonization phase and the expansion of the carrying capacity linked to the develop-

ment of agriculture could be included in the model.

Despite these limitations, the current version of our model was already able to shed light on

the long enduring debate about the roots of conflict for humans societies [12]. It has formerly

been proposed that, due to their low density and the few possessions they owned, conflict

among hunter-gatherer groups was limited, if not absent [3–6]. This “peaceful noble savage”

view has already been challenged elsewhere [8–11, 24], and our model showed that it does per-

haps not apply to prehistoric South America as well. More than the lifestyle (hunter-gatherer

vs. more complex societies), the relation between population and resources appears to be a key

factor eventually leading to migration and conflict once the carrying capacity of a given envi-

ronment has been reached.

The progressive introduction of agriculture in South America allowed for an increase in the

carrying capacity, leading to a new population expansion phase between 5.5 and 2 k years ago

[13]. However, also the technological expansion of the possibilities of the natural environment

has its limits, and new resource conflicts are likely to arise when they are reached. As planetary

boundaries are likely to become a major concern in the near future [25, 26], with a possible

Fig 3. Model dynamics for different values of the migration parameters pα, β. (a) Global (whole nine-cell

lattice) human population density. (b) Local (single cell) human population density, with the central cell

selected as example. Note that, to improve visualization, the panels do not show the whole 9–5 kYears BP

time interval.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0172262.g003
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increase of environment-related conflict [27–29], the lessons that can be derived from the

modeling of prehistoric large-scale demographic dynamics could provide valuable insights

also for today’s world.

Supporting information

S1 Appendix. Sensitivity analysis. This appendix presents an extended sensitivity analysis on

the model.

(PDF)

S2 Appendix. Model code. This appendix presents the Matlab code used for the numerical

simulation.

(PDF)

S1 Fig. Model dynamics for different values of μα. (a) Global (whole nine-cell lattice) human

population density in the migration scenario. (b) Global human population density in the no-

migration scenario. (c) Local (single cell) human population density in the migration scenario,

with the central cell selected as example. (d) Local human population density in the no-migra-

tion scenario.

(TIF)

S2 Fig. Model dynamics for different values of τα. (a) Global (whole nine-cell lattice) human

population density in the migration scenario. (b) Global human population density in the no-

migration scenario. (c) Local (single cell) human population density in the migration scenario,

with the central cell selected as example. (d) Local human population density in the no-migra-

tion scenario.

(TIF)

S3 Fig. Model dynamics for different values of the migration parameter τα. (a) Global

human population density in the migration scenario. (b) Global human population density in

the no-migration scenario.

(TIF)
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